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Abstract.

Following the general strategy proposed by G.Rybnikov, we present
a proof of his well-known result, that is, the existence of two arrangements of lines having the same combinatorial type, but nonisomorphic fundamental groups. To do so, the Alexander Invariant
and certain invariants of combinatorial line arrangements are presented and developed for combinatorics with only double and triple
points. This is part of a more general project to better understand
the relationship between topology and combinatorics of line arrangements.

One of the main subjects in the theory of hyperplane arrangements
is the relationship between combinatorics and topological properties.
To be precise, one has to make the following distinction: for a given
hyperplane arrangement 1i C wn, one can study the topological type of
the pair (IP'n, H) or the topological type of the complement ]pm \ H. For
the first concept we will use the term relative topology of 'H., whereas
for the second one we will simply say topology of 'H. It is clear that
if two hyperplane arrangements have the same relative topology, then
they have the same topology, but the converse is not known. For n = 2,
topology, relative topology and combinatorics are also related via graph
manifolds with the boundary of a compact regular neighbourhood of 'H.,
see [14, 24].
In a well-known and very cited unpublished paper [26], G. Rybnikov
found an example of two line arrangements £ 1 and £ 2 in the complex
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projective plane J!D 2 having the same combinatorics but different topology. A better understanding of this paper has been the aim of several
works since then ([7, 20, 8, 22]).
The most common way to prove that two topologies of line arrangements are different is to check that the fundamental groups of their complements are not isomorphic. This is usually not done directly, but by
calculating invariants of the fundamental group, mostly bormwed from
invariants of links, such as Alexander polynomials ([25] and references
there for links, [16] for algebraic curves), character (or characteristic)
varieties ([13] for links, [17] for algebraic curves), Alexander invariants
and Chen groups ([12, 19, 28] for links, [15, 11, 6, 20, 8, 23] for line arrangements) just to mention a few (both invariants and publications). In
[26], Rybnikov uses central extensions of Chen groups in order to study
the relative topology of line arrangements (and the fundamental groups
of their complements); in this work, we use truncations of the Alexander
Invariant by the m-adic filtration, where m is the augmentation ideal;
such truncations were studied by L.Traldi in [27] for links.
Recently, the authors of this work have provided an example of two
line arrangements with different relative topologies (see [2]). The contribution of [2] is that it refers to real arrangements, that is, arrangements
that admit real equations for each line (note that Rybnikov's example
does not admit real equations).
The proof proposed by Rybnikov has two steps. Let Gi := n 1 (J!D 2 \
ULi), i = 1,2.
(R1) Recall that the homology of the complement of a hyperplane
arrangement depends only on combinatorics. This way, one
can identify the abelianization of G1 and G2 with an Abelian
group H combinatorially determined. Rybnikov proves that
no isomorphisms exist between G 1 and G 2 that induce the
identity on H. In particular, this result proves that both arrangements have different relative topologies. The reason can
be outlined as follows: any automorphism of the combinatorics
of Rybnikov's arrangement can be obtained from a diffeomorphism of J!D 2 , thus inducing an automorphism of fundamental
g·roups. Since any homeomorphism of pairs (J!D 2 , U Li) defines
an automorphism of the combinatorics of U Li, after composition one can assume that any homeomorphism of pairs induces
the identity on H. The strategy rests on the study of the first
terms of the Lower Central Series (LCS), which coincide with
the first terms of the series producing Chen groups. Since L 1
and L2 are constructed using the MacLane arrangement Lw
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(see Example 1.7), it is enough to study, by some combinatorial arguments, the LCS of Lw with an extra structure (referred
to as an ordered arrangement). Although this part is explained
in [26, Section 3], computations are hard to verify.
(R2) The second step is essentially combinatorial. The main point
is to truncate the LCS of Gi such that the quotient K depends only on the combinatorics. Rybnikov proposes to prove
that an automorphism of K induces the identity on H (up to
sign and automorphisms of the combinatorics). This proof is
only outlined in [26, Proposition 4.2]. It is worth pointing out
that such a result cannot be expected for any arrangement.
Also [26, Proposition 4.3] needs some explanation of its own.
The main difference between relative topology and topology of
the complement in terms of isomorphisms of the fundamental
group is that homeomorphisms of pairs induce isomorphisms
that send meridians to meridians, whereas homeomorphisms
of the complement can induce any kind of isomorphism, and
even if we know that the isomorphism induces the identity on
homology, this is not enough to claim that meridians are sent
to meridians.
The aim of our work is to follow the idea behind Rybnikov's work
and, using slightly different techniques, provide detailed proofs of his
result. This is part of a more general project by the authors that aims to
better understand the relationship between topology and combinatorics
of line arrangements.
The following is a more detailed description of the layout of this
paper. In Section 1, the more relevant definitions are set, as well as a description of Rybnikov's and MacLane's combinatorics. Sections 2 and 3
provide a proof of Step (Rl). In order to do so, we propose a new
approach related to Derived Series, which is also useful in the study
of Characteristic Varieties and the Alexander Invariant. The Alexander
Invariant of a group G, with a fixed isomorphism G / G' ~ 'lli, is the quotient G' /G" considered as a module over the ring A := Z[tr\ ... , t;= 1J,
which is the group algebra of zr. Using the truncated modules AjmJ,
the problem is reduced to solving a system of linear equations. Note
that other ideal could be used instead of m. Section 4 is devoted to the
study of combinatorial properties of a line arrangement which ensure
that any automorphism of the fundamental group of the complement essentially induces the identity on homology (that is, the analogous of [26,
Proposition 4.2]). This is an interesting question that can be applied to
general line arrangements. For the sake of simplicity, we only present
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our progress on line arrangements with double and triple points. This
provides a proof for the second step (R2).
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§1.

Settings and Definitions

In this section, some standard facts about line combinatorics and
ordered line combinatorics will be described. Special attention will be
given to MacLane and Rybnikov's line combinatorics.

Definition 1.1. A combinatorial type (or simply a (line) combinatorics) is a couple CG' := (£, P), where£ is a finite set and PC P(£),
satisfying that:
(1) For all PEP, #P ~ 2;
(2) For any{\, £2 E £, £1 =/= £2, ::J!P E P such that £ 1,£2 E P.
An ordered combinatorial type ceord is a combinatorial type where £ is
an ordered set.
Notation 1.2. Given a combinatorial type CG', the multiplicity mp
of P E P is the number of elements L E £ such that P E L; note
that mp ~ 2. The multiplicity of a combinatorial type is the number
1- #£ + LPEP(mp- 1).
4
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Fig. 1. Ordered MacLane lines in lF~

Example 1.3 (MacLane's combinatorics). Let us consider the 2dimensional vector space on the field lF 3 of three elements. Such a plane
contains 9 points and 12 lines, 4 of which pass through the origin. Consider £ = lF~ \ {(0, 0)} and P, the set of lines in lF~ (as a subset of
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P(.C)). This provides a combinatorial type structure 'ifML that we will
refer to as MacLane 's combinatorial type. Figure 1 represents an ordered
MacLane's combinatorial type.
Definition 1.4. Let 'if := (.C, P) be a combinatorial type. We say
a complex line arrangement 1i := £0 U £1 U ... U Rr C JID 2 is a realization
of 'if if and only if there are bijections 'ljJ 1 : .C --> { fo, £1, ... , fr} and 'l/J2 :
P--> Sing(H) such that WE H, PEP, one hasP E £ {:} 'tjJ 1 (£) E 'tjJ 2 (P).
If 'i&'ord is an ordered combinatorial type and the irreducible components
of 1i are also ordered, we say 1i is an ordered realization if 'ljJ 1 respects
orders.
Notation 1.5. The space of all complex realizations of a line combinatorics 'if is denoted by ~('if). This is a quasiprojective subvarir(r+3J
d
ety of JID-2-, where r := #'if. If 'i&'0r is ordered, we denote by
~ord('i&') C (JiD 2 t the space of all ordered complex realizations of 'i&'ord_
There is a natural action of PGL(3; C) on such spaces. This justifies
the following definition.
Definition 1.6. The moduli space of a combinatorics 'if is the quotient .4('1&') := ~('if)/ PGL(3; C). The ordered moduli space .4ord('i&")
of an ordered combinatorics 'i&'ord is defined accordingly.
Example 1.7. Let us consider the MacLane line combinatorics
'ifML. It is well known that such combinatorics has no real realization
and that #Ai('i&'ML) = 1, however #Alord('i&'ML) = 2. The following are
representatives for .4ord('i&'ML):

fo

(1)

= {x = 0} £1 = {y = 0} £2 = {x = y} £3 = {z = 0}
f~={z+wy=O}

£4={x=z}

ft={z+wy=(w+1)x}

Rf={(w+1)y+z=x}
where w = e 2 tri/ 3 •
We will refer to such ordered realizations as

Lw := {£o,£1,£2,£3,£4,£t,et,ei}
and

Lw

:=

{fo,£1,£2,£3,£4,£5,£6,£7}.

Remark 1.8. Given a line combinatorics 'if = (.C, P), the automorphism group Aut('i&') is the subgroup of the permutation group of .C
preserving P. Let us consider an ordered line combinatorics 'i&'ord. It
is easily seen that Aut('i&'ord) acts on both ~ord('i&'ord) and .4ord('i&'0 rd).
Note also that At('i&'ord) ~ Atord('i&'ord)/ Aut('i&'ord).
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Example 1.9. The action of Aut('iifML) ~ PGL(2, lF3) on the moduli spaces is as follows: matrices of determinant + 1 ( resp. -1) fix (resp.
exchange) the two elements of .4ord(lifML)· Of course complex conjugation also acts on .4ord('iifML) exchanging the two elements. From the
topological point of view one has that:

There exists a homeomorphism (IP' 2 , U Lw) ---) (IP' 2 , U Lw) preserving orientations on both IP' 2 and the lines. Such a homeomorphism does not respect the ordering.
• There exists a homeomorphism (IP' 2 , U Lw) ---) (IP' 2 , ULw) preserving orientations on IP' 2 , but not on the lines. Such a homeomorphism respects the ordering.
Also note that the subgroup of automorphisms that preserve the set
L 0 := { £0 , l\, £2 } is isomorphic to ~ 3 , since the vectors (1, 0), (1, 1) and
(1, 2) generate lF~. We will denote by L+ and L_ the sets of 5 lines such
that Lw = L 0 UL+ and Lw = L 0 UL_. Since any transposition of {0, 1, 2}
in 'iifML produces a determinant -1 matrix in PGL(2,1F3 ), one concludes
from the previous paragraph that any transposition of {0, 1, 2} induces
a homeomorphism (IP' 2 , U Lw) ---) (IP' 2 , ULw) that exchanges Lw and Lw
as representatives of elements of .4ord ('iifML) and globally fixes Lo.
•

Example 1.10 (Rybnikov's combinatorics). Let Lw and Lw be ordered MacLane realizations as above, where L 0 := {C0 ,C 1 ,C 2 }. Let us
consider a projective transformation Pw (resp. Pw) fixing the initial ordered set Lo (that is, p(ii) = Ci i = 0, 1, 2) and such that PwLw (resp.
PwLw) and Lw intersect each other only in double points outside the
three common lines. Note that Pw, Pw can be chosen with real coefficients.
Let us consider the following ordered arrangements of thirteen lines:
R.:x,(3 = Ln U p-yL(3, where a, (3 E {w, w} and '"'( = (3 (resp /3) if a = w
(resp. w). They produce the following combinatorics 'iifRYB := (R, P)
given by:

(2)
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Proposition 1.11. The following combinatorial properties hold:

(1)

The different arrangements R:x,(3 have the same combinatorial type
'ilfRYB·

(2)

(3)

The set of lines Lo has the following distinctive combinatorial property: every line in Lo contains exactly 5 triple points of the arrangement; the remaining lines only contain 3 triple points.
For the other 10 lines we consider the equivalence relation generated by the relation of sharing a triple point. There are two
equivalence classes which correspond to L 6 and p£ 6 ,, c, s' = ±.

By the previous remarks one can group the set R together in three
subsets. One is associated with the set of lines £ 0 (referred to as R 0 ),
and the other two are combinatorially indistinguishable sets (R 1 and R2)
such that RoUR1 and R 0 UR2 are MacLane's combinatorial types. Note
that any automorphism of 'it'Rvs must preserve R 0 and either preserve or
exchange nl and n2. Therefore, Aut('it'Rvs) ~ ~3 X Z/2Z. The following
results are immediate consequences of the aforementioned remarks.
Proposition 1.12. The following are (or induce) homeomorphisms
between the pairs (IP' 2 , URw,w) and (IP' 2 , URw,w) ( resp. (IP' 2 , URw,w) and
(IP' 2 , U Rw ,w)) preserving the orientation of lP'2 :
(a) Complex conjugation, which reverses orientations of the lines.
(b) A transposition in R 0 , which preserves orientations of the lines.

We will refer to Rw,w and Rw,w (resp. Rw,w and Rw,w) as a type+ (resp.
type -) arrangements.
Proposition 1.13. Any homeomorphism of pairs between a type+
and a type - arrangement should lead (maybe after composing with complex conjugation) to an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of pairs
between a type + and a type - arrangement.
If such a homeomorphism existed, there should be an orientationpreserving homeomorphism of ordered MacLane arrangements of type
Lw and Lw.
The purpose of the next section will be to prove that there is no
orientation-preserving homeomorphism of ordered MacLane arrangements
of type Lw and Lw.

§2.

The truncated Alexander Invariant

Even though the Alexander Invariant can be developed for general projective plane curves, we will concentrate on the case of line
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arrangements. Let UL c lP' 2 be a projective line arrangement where
L = {lo, £1. ... , lr }. Let us denote its complement X := lP' 2 \ U L
and G its fundamental group. The derived series associated with this
group is recursively defined as follows: Q(O) := G, Q(n) := (Q(n- 1))' =
[Q(n- 1), Q(n- 1l], n 2: 1, where G' is the derived subgroup of G, i.e. the
subgroup generated by [a, b] := aba- 1b- 1 , a, b E G. Note that the consecutive quotients are Abelian. This property also holds for the lower
central series defined as ')'1(G) := G, '"Yn(G) := bn-1(G),G], n 2:1. It is
clear that Q(O) = ')'1(G) and Q( 1) = ')'2(G).
Since H 1(X) = G/G', one can consider the inclusion G' ~ G as
representing the universal Abelian cover X of X, where 11"1(X) = G',
and therefore H1(X) = G' jG".
The group of transformations H 1(X) = GjG' = zr of the cover acts
on G'. This results in an action by conjugation on G' jG" = H1(X),
G" =G( 2 l:

G/G' X G' jG"
(g, [a, b])

G' /G"

--+

~

g

* [a, b)

mod G"

= [g, [a, b]] + [a, b],

where a* b := aba- 1 • This action is well defined since g E G' implies
9* [a, b] = [a, b] mod G". Additive notation will be used for the operation
in G' /G".
This action endows the Abelian group G' /G" with a G/G'-module
structure, that is, a module on the group ring A:= Z[G/G']. If x E G,
then tx denotes its class in A. For i = 1, ... , r, we choose Xi E G a
meridian of li in G; the class ti := tx, E A does not depend on the
particular choice of the meridian in li. Note that it, ... , tr is a basis of
GIG' ~ zr and therefore one can identify

(3)

A:= Z[G/G'] = Z[tr 1, ... , t; 1].

This module is denoted by ML and is referred to as the Alexander Invariant of L. Since we are interested in oriented topological properties
of (1P' 2 , UL), the coordinates t 1, ... , tr are well defined.

Remark 2.1. The module structure of ML is in general complicated.
One of its invariants is the zero set of the Fitting ideals of the complexified Alexander Invariant of L, that is, Mf := ML ® (A® C).
This sequence of invariants is called the sequence of characteristic varieties of L introduced by A. Libgober [17]. These are subvarieties of the
torus (C *t; in fact, irreducible components of characteristic varieties
are translated subtori [1].
Our approach in studying the structure of the A-module ML is via
the associated graded module by the augmentation ideal m := (t 1 -
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1, ... , tr - 1). In order to do so, and to be able to do calculations, we
need some formulce on this module relating operations in G' jG". For
the sake of completeness, these formulce are listed below. However, since
they are straightforward consequences of the definitions, their proof will
be omitted. The symbol " b " means that the equality is considered in
G' /G":
Properties 2.2.
(1)

[x,p] b (tx- 1)p '<lp E G',

(2)

n
m
i-1
[x1 · ... ·Xn, Y1 · ... ·Ym] b L LTij [xi, YJ], where Tij =
txk ·
i=1 j=1
k=1
j-1

II

II

tYl"

1=1

(3)
(4)

[p1 · ... · Pn, x] b - (tx- 1)(P1 + ... + Pn)

(5)

[x <>l
1

'<!pi E G',
lPxx,pyy] b [x,y] + (tx -1)py- (ty -1)Px '<lpx,Py E G'.
n
.....

x<>"
n ' yfh
1 . . . . . yf3m]
m

m

-2_ """'"""'
~~ T ij

([x i,Yj ] + u'(••,J·)) '

i=1 j=1
where

(6)

Jacobi relations:

J(x,y,z)

:=

(tx -1)[y,z]

+ (ty

-1)[z,x]

+ (tz

-1)[x,y] b 0.

Let us recall a well-known result on presentations of fundamental
groups of line arrangements based on the celebrated Zariski-Van Kampen method for computing the fundamental group of the complement
of an algebraic curve. Let us recall briefly a description of this method
applied to X := IP' 2 \ U L. For a more detailed exposition see [9, p.121]
or [21].
Let Po E C0 \ ( C1 U ... UCr) and consider the pencil of lines in IP' 2 based
on P0 . This defines a locally trivial fibration outside a finite number of
points~ := { a 0 , a 1, ... , a 8 } C IP' 1, that is, a fibration X\n- 1(~) ~ IP' 1\~,
where a 0 = n( Co) and n- 1(aj) = Hj n X such that Hj is a line passing
through Po and a singular point of U L. Let * E IP' 1 \ ~ be a base point
and choose {1'1, ... , ')'8 } a set of meridians on 1r1 (IP' 1 \ ~; *) such that /'j
is a meridian of a1 and /'1 · ... · /'s is the inverse of a meridian of ao. Let
y* E n- 1(*) (IY*I big enough) and consider Xi E nl(n- 1(*);y*) =:IF, a
meridian of Ci. The group n 1(IP' 1 \ ~; *) of the base acts on the group IF
of the fiber in such a way that /'j(xi) is a conjugate of Xi. This action
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comes from a morphism 1r 1 (lP' 1 \ ~; *) --+ llllr and the Artin action of llllr
on the free group lF with the list of generators x := (x1, ... , Xr ).
A straightforward consequence of the Zariski-Van Kampen method
([30, 29], and [31, Chapter VIII]) is that

(x;

Xi

= xJJ, i = 1, ... , r, j = 1, ... , s)

is a presentation of G.
Moreover, one can describe the action of each /j in more detail as
follows. Let D 1 be a small enough disk around a1 , and g1 a path from*
to PJ E aD1 such that /j = gJ"8DJ"gj 1 . Let us work on 1r1 (1r- 1 (p1 ), y.).
The action of 8D1 on 1r1(1r- 1 (p1 ),y.) can be described in a suitable
set offree generators f) of 1r1 ( 1r- 1 (p1 ), y.) as follows. Let P := flit n ... nflip
be a singular point of U L of multiplicity p on Hj and let Yit, ... ,Yip
meridians of the lines such that Yp := Yit · · ·Yip is homotopic to a meridian of P on H 1 . In that case y~DJ = Yi.P. If H 1 n fli is not a singular
point U L then Yi 1 = Yi·
The path g1 induces a natural isomorphism (31 : 7ri(7r- 1 (p1 ), y.)--+ lF
of Artin type between f) and x; (31 is induced by a pure braid associated
to g1 and we will identify these groups via (31 . Let us denote by lFp the
subgroup of lF generated by Yit, ... , Yip. Since each Yik is a conjugate of
Xik, one obtains the following.
BD

Proposition 2.3. The group G admits a presentation of the form

(x; W), where W := {W1(x), ... , Wm(x)} m 2: 0, and Wi(x) E JF', Vi=
1, ... ,m.
Moreover, W consists of words of type

(4)
for every P E flit n ... n flip ordinary multiple point of UL of multiplicity
p not belonging to flo.
Remark 2.4. The difficult part of actually finding a presentation is
the computation of the pure braids mentioned above. Effective methods
have been constructed in several works [3, 7, 5].
Remark 2.5. The relations [Yik, Yp] can also be written in the form
XP,k], where XP,k is a product of conjugates of xit, ... , xip. Moreover, we may use other relations to simplify the elements XP,k·
[xik,

Definition 2.6. Any presentation (x; W(x)) of G as in Proposition 2.3 (or Remark 2.5) will be called a Zariski presentation of G. The
free group lF := (x) will be referred to as the free group associated with
the given presentation.
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Notation 2.7. Most of the following construction could be done on
a broader variety of groups such as 2-formal, or 2-free groups, but since
we want to apply this theory to a particular problem, we will only deal
with Zariski presentations of groups of line arrangements.
For technical reasons it is important to consider the Alexander Invariant corresponding to the free group associated with a given presentation. Such a module will be denoted by Sh. The following is a
standard presentation of the modules ML and ML in terms of a Zariski
presentation of G.
The following is a presentation of the Alexander Invariant from a
given Zariski presentation. For another presentation of the Alexander
Invariant from the braid monodromy see [8, Theorem 5.3].

Proposition 2.8. Let (x; W) be a Zariski presentation of G and
let IF := (x) be its associated free group, then the module ML admits a
presentation 1J, where

r

r ·-

EB

[xi,Xj]A

l~i<j~r

and J is the submodule off' generated by the Jacobi relations (Property 2.2(6))
J(i,j, k) := (ti -1)Xjk
Moreover, the module

ML

+ (tj-

1)Xki

+ (tk- 1)Xij·

can be obtained as a quotient of ML as

r /(J +

W), where W is the submodule off' generated by the relations W.
Proof. First, the Reidemeister-Schreier method on IF' '--+ IF can be
used to obtain a system of generators and a generating system of relations of IF'. Let t = (i 1 , ... , ir) E 7/I and £(t) = max{k I ik =F 0}. Note
that Xr := 1 • ••• • x;; is a Reidemeister-Schreier system of representatives of IF' /IF" (from now on, and to avoid ambiguities, we will write
IF' /IF" when referring to the group structure and ML when referring to
the module structure). Hence the family

xi

x[a]r := xrxax"i"Je.,, a= 1, ... , £(r) - 1
(where ea is such that Xa = Xe"') represents a free system of generators
of IF'. Our purpose now is to use the module structure in order to
obtain a finite set of generators of IF' /IF" as the module ML. Let La =
(i 1 , ... , ia_ 1 , 0, ... , 0), where a= 1, ... , rand t1 = (0, ... , 0). Note that:
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a) x[o:]r = [x,, xa][xa, x,"J Therefore, using Property 2.2(2), one has
r

""'
x ]
L.....t T'k [xik
k' a'
k=a+l

(5)
where T' := t~1

. • •

t~.

t~k-- -1 [Xk,Xa.l
b) [Xkik ,Xa l 2.
- tk - 1
Hence, the module lt'h is generated by the elements Xij := [xi, Xj],
where 1 :::; i < j :::; r. Let us define the following sets of elements in Nh:

r1 := {T'xJk I max{i I i is a coordinate of r}:::; j}.
and

r2 := {T'xJk I max{i I i is a coordinate of r} > j}.
Note that IF' /IF" is generated by f
are independent, since

= X[J"]-1
i:-+ek =2

1.

Moreover the elements in f

1

- X[J"] i:-+ek .

Therefore the relations in the module ML come from rewriting the
elements in f 2 in terms of the base f 1 . In fact, it is enough to consider
the elements in r2 of the form tiXjk where i > j < k. One has the
following two situations:
(1) If j < i :::; k then

=

x[j]eix[j];.~ek b x[j]ei- x[j]ei+ek·

Finally, applying (5),

(2) If j < k < i, then
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+ x[kk+e; - x[J]ek+e;- x[k]e,.

Applying (5) one has

which produces the Jacobi relation J(j, k, i) = 0.
The second statement follows from the abelianization of
W

'---+

JF'

--+-*

G',

where W is the normal subgroup of lF generated by W. Note that W =
W /(W n JF') and hence W is generated by the projection of the system
W in W.
Q.E.D.
Remark 2.9. Note that the expression (4) and Property 2.2(5) provide a method to rewrite the relations W as elements of f'.

Example 2.10. As an example of how to obtain W note that, if the
lines ei and £1 in L intersect in a double point, then there is a relation
in W of type [xf', x?J, where ai, a 1 E G. Using Property 2.2(5), this
relation can be written in ML as xi, 1+(t1-1)[ai, xi]-(ti -1) [aj, x 1] E W.
Analogously, if the lines £i, £1 and ek in L intersect at a triple point,
one obtains relations in G of type [xf',x?x~k], where ai,a1,ak E G,
which can be rewritten in W as

Let m be the augmentation ideal in A associated with the origin, that
is, the kernel of homomorphism of A-modules, c: : A ----+ Z, c:(ti) := 1,
where Z has the trivial module structure.
One can consider the filtration on ML associated with m, that is,
pi ML := mi ML. The associated graded module gr ML := EB~ 0 gri ML,
where gri ML := pi ML/ pi+l ML is a graded module over grm A :=
EB~ 0 Pi A/ pi+l A.
Consider the rings A1 := Ajm1, obtained by taking the quotient of A
by successive powers of the ideal m. This allows one to define truncations
of the Alexander Invariant.

Definition 2.11. The Armodule, M{ := ML 0A Aj will be called
the j-th truncated Alexander Invariant of L. The induced filtration is
finite and will be denoted in the same way.
Example 2.12. From Example 2.10, it is easily seen that the relations in
coming from double and triple points are as follows.

Mz
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{1)

If fi and fi intersect at a double point one has:

(2)

If fi, fj and fk intersect at a triple point one has:

(6)

(7)

(8)

. ·
X t,J

+ t J·x· k + (t J· t,

1)[a·., x·](t·1)[aJ,· x J·]
t
t

+(tk -1)[ai,xi]- (ti -1)[ak,Xk]

(9)

(tm- 1)xi,j

= 0,

+ (tm- 1)xi,k = 0.

For any k E N, there is a natural morphism 'Pk : G'---+-* Mf. We
will sometimes refer to 'Pk(g) as g (mod mk) and equalities in Mf will
be denoted by Pl ~ P2·
Remark 2.13. A Zariski presentation on G induces a (set-theoretical)
section

defined inductively, where

This, accordingly, induces a section of 'Pk on each Mf denoted by Sk·
Remark 2.14. From Property 2.2(1), we deduce that the kernel of
'P2 equals 'Y4(G). Moreover ker(G' ~ Ml) equals 73(G).

The previous construction can be summarized in the following.
Proposition 2.15. Let 'l/J(p 1 , ... ,pm) be a word on the letters p :=
{Pt, ... ,pm)- If Pi, qi E G' and Pi ~ qi (i = 1, ... , m), then
[g, 1/J(p)] k=:/ [g, 1/J(q)], Vg E G. In particular, if p E Mf then [g, sk(P)]
is a well-defined element of Mf+l; if g = xi this element can be written

(ti - 1)p E Mf+ 1 .
Remark 2.16. The ring Ak is not local, but note that an element
Ak is a unit if an only if c-(>.) = ±1. To see this note that Ak =
Z EB m/m~ and the kernel of the evaluation map c : Z EB mjmk ~ Z is
exactly mjmk.

>.

E

15
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Notation 2.17. Note that everything in this section can also be reproduced by using the free group lF associated with a Zariski presentation
of G and will be denoted by adding a tilde. For instance, ML = A(;)/ :1
is the Alexander Invariant associated with lF c, and pi ML is the filtration
associated with m c A.
Note that any automorphism of G that sends

xi

to

XiO:i,

(with o:i E

G') induces a filtered automorphism of Mf:

Note that this automorphism induces the identity on gr Mf.
The following result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.15
and it explains why Mf is a more manageable object.
Corollary 2.18. Under the above conditions the following formula
holds in Mf:

[xi, Xj] + (ti -1 )'Pk-1 (O:J)- (tJ -1 )'Pk-1 (o:i) + (tJ -1) (ti -1 )'Pk-2 (O:j -o:i),

and hence the formula (10) only depends on 'Pk-do:i)·
Lemma 2.19. Under the above conditions

(1)

The A1-module gr 0 ML = AF) /W is free of rank g = (;) -v, where
v is the multiplicity of the combinatorial type of L (Notation 1.2).
The A 2 -module gr 1 ML is combinatorial.

(2)

The groups grk ML 0 Q are combinatorial, see [23].

Proof. By Proposition 2.3 and the discussion previous to it, for any
singular point P = £i 1 n ... n £ip (of multiplicity p 2 2) there are relations
in G of type

(11)
P

a~

P

[x~1 , X~1

• • •

xip'p] b Xi1,i 2 + xi1 ,i3

+ ··· + xi1 ,ip + ···
terms in F 1 ML

P

Rp

=

P

ap

al . ··Xip'P] ...._
[Xia2
- Xi2,i1
2 ,Xi!

+ Xi2,i3 + ··· + Xi2,ip + ···
terms in F 1 ML
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Since J C F 1i:h, one has that gr 0 Nh = gr 0 f' = AF) and hence, by
Proposition 2.8, one has gr 0 ML = AF) /W 1. Therefore (1) follows from
the fact that the equations of Rp in (11) are independent, since each
generator xi., iv appears only once.
To prove the second part, it is enough to see that gr 1 ML must
be generated (as an Abelian group) by the elements (ti- 1)xJ,k and a
generating system of relations is given by J(i,j,k) ®A2 and (mRp) 0
A2, for any i, j, k E {1, ... , r} and P E Sing(L) \ £0 , which is a purely
combinatorial system of relators.
Q.E.D.

Notation 2.20. Since gr 0 ML and gr 1 ML only depend on the combinatorics, we will often use the notation gr 0 MCff and gr 1 MCff respectively to refer to such groups.
§3.

Truncated Alexander Invariant and Homeomorphisms of
Ordered Pairs

Let L1 and L2 be two ordered line arrangements sharing the ordered
combinatorics 'f/. Consider two Zariski presentations G 1 = (x; W1(x))
and G2 = (x; TV 2(x)) of the fundamental groups of XL 1 and XL 2 , where
the subscripts of the generators x := {x 1 , ... ,xr} respect the ordering of the irreducible components. The Abelian groups Gl/G~ and
G 2 /G~ can be canonically identified with gr 0 MCff so that Xi (mod G~) =
Xi (mod G~). Hence A := A£ 1 = AL 2 We will study the existence of
isomorphisms h : G 1 -+ G 2 such that h* : gr 0 MCff -+ gr 0 MCff is the
identity.

Definition 3.1. Let lFi be the free group associated with the Zariski
presentation of Gi, i = 1, 2. A morphism h: lF 1 -+ lF 2 is called a homologically trivial morphism if h* : lFI/lF~ -+ lF 2 /lF~ satisfies h*(xi) =Xi·
A morphism h : G 1 -+ G 2 is called a homologically trivial isomorphism if it is induced by a homologically trivial morphism h, i.e., if
h* : gr 0 MCff-+ gr 0 MCff is the identity. Note that h might not be unique.

Remarks 3.2.
(1) The above definition is mainly used for isomorphisms; in this
setting, we consider that the trivial map is the identity and not
the constant morphism. Other authors use IA-automorphisms
[4] or homologically marked groups and homologically marked
morphisms [22].
(2) In other words, a morphism h : G 1 -+ G 2 is homologically
trivial if there exists (o: 1, ... , o:r) E (G~Y such that h(xi) =
XiO:i.

Combinatorial line arrangements
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Any homologically trivial isomorphism h induces a A-module
morphism h : M1 := ML, ~ ML 2 =: M2.
Any homologically trivial isomorphism h respects the filtrations F and produces isomorphisms gri h : gri M 1 ~ gri M 2.
By identifying gr 1 M 1 gr 1 MC(f gr 1 M 2, gr 1 his the identity.

=

=

In order to state some properties of homologically trivial isomorphisms, we need to introduce some notation. Note that the homologically trivial morphism h also induces morphisms on the Alexander Invariants of the associated free groups Mi (i = 1, 2) and on their truncations M/. Let us denote by hi : Mf ~ M~ the induced homologically
trivial morphisms of the truncated modules. A straightforward computation proves that
(12)

Homologically trivial isomorphisms induce a particular kind of isomorphisms of the A-modules M 1, M 2 which are worth studying.

Remark 3.3. A direct attempt to prove that two modules are homologically trivial isomorphic is almost intractable. One would have to
check if, for some choice (o: 1, ... , o:r) E (G~t mod G~, such a A-module
isomorphism exists. The lack of linearity in this approach is the reason
why we consider the truncated modules Mf, M~.
Applying Corollary 2.18, we are faced with simply solving a linear
system as follows. Let h : G 1 ~ G2 be a homologically trivial morphism,
then there exists (o:1, ... , o:r) E (G~)r mod G~ such that h(xi) = XiO:i·
Therefore there exist Ak-morphisms hk : Mf ~ M~ induced by h for
any k E N. Note that

u,v

(13)

Ow

=k

u,v

L

a~,vXu,v'

u<v

since

(14)
only depends on rp 1(o:i), the class of o:i mod m, by Proposition 2.18. In
order to prove that h 2 is well defined, one must solve a linear system of
equations on the variables o:~,v in the Abelian group M~. If an integer

18
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solution exists, one can repeat the procedure on Mf, obtaining again a
linear system of equations in the Abelian group Mi, and so on. In this
work, we only need to consider h 2 •
Let us consider an ordered line arrangement L with a fixed Zariski
presentation G = (x; W). Let us denote 'f? its ordered combinatorics.
In our particular case we can effectively compute the 2-nd truncated
Alexander Invariant. The following result is an easy computation.

Lemma 3.4. For any MacLane arrangement L, the Abelian group
is free of rank 29, and its subgroup gr 1 Ml = gr 1 M<G'ML is free of
rank 21.

Ml

Theorem 3.5. There is no homologically trivial isomorphism between Gw := 1r1(JP>2 \ ULw) and Gw := 1r1(JP>2 \ ULw)·
Proof. Fix suitable Zariski presentations Gw = (x1. ... , X7; Wf(x),
... , Wl'§(x)) and Gw = (x 1 , ... , x 7 ; Wf(x), ... , WfJ(x)) of the ordered arrangements Lw and Lw (for instance, we have used the suitable Zariski
presentations provided in [26] and other presentations obtained using
the software in [5]). We identify the corresponding free groups lFw and
lFw with a free group JF7. Recall that their combinatorial type has multiplicity 13, see Notation 1.2. We assume the relations to be ordered upon
the following condition:

(in particular Wt(x) - Wiw(x) E F 1 lfh,.,). Let us suppose that a homologically trivial homomorphism h : Gw ----> Gw exists. Consider the
corresponding elements 0:1, ... , O:r E JF7 that induce such a morphism
(Remark 3.2(2) ). Consider Mw = MLw and Mw = ML..,, the Alexander
Invariants of Lw and Lw. Let A := Z[tf' 1 , ...., t~ 1 ] be the ground ring
of both Alexander Invariants, where ti b Xi as usual. This mapping
induces a A2 -isomorphism h 2 : M; ----> M~. By Corollary 2.18, h 2 only
depends on the class o:i mod m. As in (13), one has
(};k

:k

L

(};~jXij'

(};~j

E

z.

l~i<j~7

By (12) Jacobi relations play no role here.
Let us fix i = 1, ... , 13. Since Wt(x) E
vanishes in M;,
one deduces that h2 (Wt(x)) E Mi.., should vanish in M'j,. Equivalently h2 (Wt(x)) - wiw(x) E F 1 M'j, should also vanish in F 1 M'j, =
gr 1 M<tf.,1L. The vanishing of these terms, considered in the free abelian
group gr 1 Mcc,,1L, produces a system of linear equations in the variables

IV!;
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af1 (actually, even though there are 147 variables, only 126 appear in
the equations).
Solving a system with 137 equations and 126 variables is not an easy
task, but any computer will help. Using MapleS, it takes 85 seconds of
CPU time running on an Athlon at 1.4MHz and 256Kb RAM Memory
to obtain the linear set of solutions. It is an affine variety of dimension
98 of the form (.>q, ... , Ag8, ~~: 1 , ... , ~~: 28 ) where
98

Ki

= qi +

I:>Pj'
j=l

cj E {0, ±1 }, and qi E Q. Since {qi I i = 1, ... , 28} = {0, ±1,
±none concludes that there is no integer solution 1 .

±i, ±~, ±~,
Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.6. There is no orientation preserving homeomorphism
between the pairs of ordered arrangements (1P' 2 , U Lw) and (lP' 2 , U Lw).
For Rybnikov's arrangements, one obtains similar results.
Lemma 3. 7. For any Rybnikov's arrangement R, the Abelian group
is free of rank 55, and its subgroup gr 1
= gr 1 M'tfRvs is free of
rank 40.

Mk

Mk

Theorem 3.8. There is no homologically trivial isomorphism between G+ := 7Tl (1P' 2 \ U Rw,w) and G- := 7Tl (1P' 2 \ U Rw,w).

Proof. One way to prove this statement is to follow the computational strategy proposed for MacLane arrangements. First one needs
Zariski presentations of G ±. This was done by means of the software
in [5]. In this case the linear system obtained consists of 531 equations
and 420 variables (again, out of the 792 variables 1 , only 420 appear
in the equations) and it took the same processor a total of 23,853 seconds of CPU time to compute the solutions. The space of solutions
has dimension 252, that is, it can be written as (>.1, ... , A2s2, ~~:1, ... , ~~:168),
where

o:f

168

Ki

= qi + LEJAj,
j=l

±i, ±~,

EJ E {0, ±1}, and qi E Q. Since {qi I i = 1, ... , 168} = {0, ±1,
± ~, ± ~}, one again concludes that there is no integer solution.

1 The software is written for Maple8 and can be visited at the following
public site http: I /riemann. unizar. es/ geotop/pub/.
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Another proof that doesn't depend as strongly on computations can
be obtained from Theorem 3.5 as follows. Let us assume that a homologically trivial isomorphism exists between G + and G _. Such an
isomorphism induces an A2-isomorphism between M! and M'!_. Let
A2 := A2/m', where m' is the ideal generated by (ts - 1), ... , (t12- 1),
and let M1 denote M1@ A2. Note that M; (resp. M~) can be considered as the A2-module obtained from the inclusion of the complements
JP>2 \ URw,w '--+ JP> 2 \ ULw (resp. JP> 2 \ URw,w '--+ Jll> 2 \ ULw)· Moreover,
these inclusions define epimorphisms of A2-modules 1r: M! ...... M; and
'if : M! ...... MJ. Proving the existence of a homologically trivial isomorphism h2 that matches in the commutative diagram (15), and using
Theorem 3.5 one obtains a contradiction.
-2

M+

7r!

(15)

M2
w

i.?

~

j,2
-+-+

'M:
!rr
M~
w

Consider s+ the A2-submodule of M! generated by the elements Xi,j'
i,j E {1, ... , 7} and consider the commutative diagram (16). Since
-2
1
2
1r(xi,j) - Xi,j and h (xi,j) = Xi,j mod gr Mw.
-2

M+

7rJ
s+

(16)

7rl

t

f,2
~

h,2
-+-+

'M:
!rr
M~
w

M2

w

Since M; and M~ are free Abelian of the same rank, (15) can be obtained
from (16), by proving that 1r1 is an isomorphism, which is the statement
of Lemma 3.9.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.9. The epimorphism 1r1 in (16) is injective

Proof.

We break the proof in several steps.

(01) (tk- 1)xi,j = 0 in M! if {i,j} n {8, ... , 12} =f;0.
This can be proved case by case (all the equalities are considered in M!):
(a) If i E {3, ... , 7} and j E {8, ... , 12} (or vice versa, since Xi,j =
-Xj,i): this is a consequence of Example 2.12(1) since the
lines fi and fi intersect transversally.
(b) If i,j E {8, ... , 12}: this is a consequence of (a) and the Jacobi
relations (Property 2.2(6)).

Combinatorial line arrangements
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(c) If i E {1, 2},j E {8, ... , 12}: using the Jacobi relations (Property 2.2(6)) and (b) it is enough to check that (tk -1)xi,j = 0,
i, k E {1, 2}, j E {8, ... , 12}. If £i and fi intersect at a double
point, then (a) proves the result. Otherwise, there exists a
line fm (mE {7, ... , 12}) such that fi, fj and fm intersect at a
triple point. By Example 2.12(2) one has (tk- 1)xi,j + (tk1)xm,j = 0, but (tk- 1)xm,j = 0 by (b), thus we are done.
(02) gr 1 (~J~)
(03)

(*)

c S+. It is a direct consequence of (01).

1-2
8::_ EB ker7r + ~ M+, i.e., S+ ~ gro M~.
gr 1 M~
gr 1 M~
grl M~
Since ker1r is generated by (xi,ihSoi<j$12,j>7, it is clear that
gr 0 (Af~) decomposes in the required sum. It remains to prove that
it is a direct sum.
(x· ·h<·<-<12
One can consider gr0 (M~) as a quotient t,J ~ 3
, hence
it is enough to check that there is a system of generators r1, ... , r n
of W such that:

gro(M~) =

either
Note that a system of relators can be obtained combinatorially as
Xi,j = 0 (if {£i,£j} is a double point) or Xi,j+xi,k = 0 (if {fi,fj,fk}
is a triple point). Relations coming from double points satisfy (*).
For the triple point relations note that any triple point {fi,fj,fk}
such that {i, j} C {8, ... , 12}, verifies that k E {8, ... , 12}; therefore,
condition (*) is also satisfied.

(04) gr 1 (M~) ~ gr 1 M~.
By (01), the Abelian group M~ is generated by Xi,j, i,j E
{1, ... , 12}, and (tk- 1)xi,j, i,j, k E {1, ... , 7}; the relators are
obtained from the singular points (see Example 2.12) and the Jacobi relations .:J.
By (01) and the proof of Lemma 2.19(2), we find that gr 1 (M~)
is generated by the elements (tk - 1)xi,j, i,j, k E {1, ... , 7} and
the relations are exactly those in .:1 and the relations (7) and (9)
in Example 2.12. The arguments used in (03) also show that only
double and triple points in 'G'ML provide non-trivial relations and
thus one obtains the same system of generators and relations of
gr 1 M~.
Q.E.D.
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Remark 3.10. The proof of Lemma 3.9 is combinatorial and depends
strongly on the properties of 'i&'Rvs. This lemma corresponds to a key
statement of the proof of [26, Lemma 4.3] which is worth mentioning.
§4.

Homologically Rigid Fundamental Groups

This last section will be devoted to proving that the fundamental
groups of Rw,w and Rw,w are not isomorphic.

Remark 4.1. Associated with a combinatorial type 'i&' .- (£, P),
there is a family of groups, where

and gri M't? is given by generators and relations as a quotient of H~(i+l),
i = 0,1 as described in Lemma 2.19. Note that, if 'i&' has a realization L,

then one has identifications H't? = H 1 (IP' 2 \

U L; Z)

and gri M't? =griM£.

Notation 4.2. There is a natural injective map f('i&') <---+ Aut(H't?)
given by the permutation of the generators of H't?; we identify r('i&')
with its image in Aut(H't? ). Another subgroup of Aut(H't? ), denoted
by Aut 1 (H't? ), is defined as those automorphisms of H't? that induce an
automorphism of gr 1 M'tf'. It is easily seen that {±1H""} x Aut(H't?) C
Aut 1 (H'tf').
Definition 4.3. A line combinatorics 'i&' := (£, P) is called homologically rigid if Aut 1(H't?) = {±1} X r('i&').
The first goal of this section is to prove that Rybnikov's combinatorial type 'i&'Rvs := (R, P) (described in (2)) is homologically rigid; we
will follow the ordering (1). Results of this sort have been studied by
M.Falk in [10, Corollary 3.24].
In order to do so, we are going to study Aut 1 (H'tf') for an ordered
combinatorics 'i&' = (£, P) having at most triple points. We will denote
Pj :={PEP I #P = j}, j = 2,3, and£:= {Co,£1, ... ,Cr}· Let us first
describe the groups H't? and gr 1 M't?:

H't? ·= (xo)Z EEl (x1)Z EEl··· EEl (xr)Z
(xo +x1 + ... +xr)Z
'
·
where R2 is the subgroup generated by Xi,j ( { ci, cj} E P2) and R3 is the
subgroup generated by Xi,k + Xj,k and Xi,j + Xi,k ( { ci, cj, Ck} E P3)·
Any isomorphism 'ljJ : H't? -> H't? induces a map /\ 2 '1/J : 1\2 H't? _,
2
1\ H'tf'. Let us represent 'ljJ : H't? -> H't? by means of a matrix AW :=
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(a{) E Mat(r + 1, Z) such that 'lj;(xi) := "L;=O a{x1 (note that such a
matrix is not uniquely determined: each column is only well defined
modulo the vector nr+l := (1, ... , 1)). The conditions required for this
map to define a morphism on the quotient gr 1 Mcc are called admissibility
conditions and can be expressed as follows:
(17)

aiu
a1u
aku

aiv
a1v
akv

ai

a~+ a~+ aL
a~+ at+ aL
a~+ a~+ a~

•

a~
ak

•

1
1
1

=0,

1
1
1

=0

(• = u,v,w)

(also note that such conditions are invariant on the coefficient vectors
modulo ll 13 ). We summarize these facts.

(a2, a!, ... , a! 2 )

Proposition 4.4. Any morphism '1/J : Hcc -+ Hcc whose associated
matrix A 1/J satisfies the admissibility conditions ( 17) produces a welldefined morphism 1\ 2 '1/J: M~-+ M~.
We are going to express the admissibility conditions (17) in a more
useful way. Let '1/J E Aut 1 (Hcc) and let A"' be a matrix representing
'1/J. Fix P E P 3 and consider the submatrix At E Mat(3 x 12, Z) of
A"' which contains the rows associated with P. Let I;k := zk+l /llk+l,
k E N. We denote by vo(P), vi(P) ... , vr(P) E I;2, the column vectors
(mod ll3) of At.

Lemma 4.5.
(1)

The vectors vo(P), vi(P) ... , vr(P) span I;2·

(2)
(3)

L;=O Vj(P) = 0 E I;2·

(4)

For any Q E P and for any Cu E Q, the vectors Vu(P) and
Lt,EQ vi(P) are linearly dependent (i.e., span a sublattice of I; 2
of rank less than two). In particular, if Lt,EQ vi(P) 1: 0, then
{vi ( P) I Ci E Q} spans a rank-one sub lattice of I;2.
There exists Q E P3 such that {vi(P) I Ci E Q} spans a rank-two
sublattice of I;2 and Lt,EQ vi(P) = 0.
Proof
(1) '1/J is an automorphism.
(2) The sum of the columns of A"' is a multiple of nr+l·
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(3) It is an immediate consequence of the admissibility conditions
(17).
(4) If no such Q exists, then all the vectors Vi(P) are linearly dependent, which contradicts (1). The last part is a consequence
of (3).
Q.E.D.

Definition 4.6. Let '1f? := (£, P) be a combinatorics; we say 'if?' :=
(£', P') is a subcombinatorics of '1f? if £' C £ and P' := { P n £ I P E
P, #(P n £) 2: 2}.
We define a subcombinatorics Adm,p(P) C '1f? as follows:
£(Adm,p(P)) := {Ri

En I Vi(P)

-1- 0}.

Note that,

(18) Ri

rf.

£(Adm,p(P))

<¢==}

the

ith

column of At is a multiple of n3 .

This motivates the following definition.

Definition 4. 7. A line combinatorics '1f? := (£, P) with only double
and triple points is. called 3-admissible if it is possible to assign a nonzero vector Vi E Z} to each Ri E £ such that:

(1)
(2)

(3)

There exists P E P 3 , such that {v1 I £1 E P} spans a rank-two
sublattice.
For every P E P and for every Ri E P, Vi and l:ejEP v1 are
linearly dependent.
l:eiEC Vi

= (0, 0).

Remarks 4.8. The conditions of Definition 4. 7 can be made more
precise.

(1)
(2)

If P = { Ri, £1} E Pz, then vi and v1 are proportional, in notation, villvj.
If P E P 3 verifies condition (1) then l:eiEP Vi= (0, 0).

Examples 4.9.
(1)
(2)

With the above notation, Adm,p(P) is 3-admissible by Lemma 4.5.
The combinatorics M 3 of a triple point (that is, LM 3 :=
{0, 1, 2}, P M 3 := { {0, 1, 2}}) is 3-admissible, simply using v0 :=

(1, 0),
(3)

VI:=

(0, 1), Vz

:= ( -1,

-1).

Let '1f? := (£, P) be a combinatorics such that
• £:=Co U£1 U£z;
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C1 and C2 define non-empty subcombinatorics in general
position w.r.t. Co (that is, ci E cl and cj E c2 implies
that {£i,£J} E P);
at most one line of Co intersects C 1 UC 2 in a non-multiple
point of Co.

Then 'It? is not 3-admissible. It is enough to see that if {vi}c,EL
is a set of non-zero vectors satisfying conditions (2) and (3) of
Definition 4.7, one has that villvJ.
• ci E cl and £2 E C2; since {ci, cj} E p then, by Remark 4.8(1), villvJ.
• Ci, Cj E £1; considering any Ck E £2 and using the previous
case, one has villvkllvJ. The same argument works for
Ci,Cj E C2. In particular, villvJ if Ci,Cj E C1 UC2.
• Ci E Co and P E P such that P nCo = { Ci}· Since all the
vectors associated with P but one are proportional, then
this must also be the case for vi.
All the vectors (but at most one) are proportional. To conclude
we apply condition (3) of Definition 4. 7.
Ceva's line combinatorics is 3-admissible.
Proof.
Ceva's line combinatorics is given by the following realization:

Fig. 2. Ceva's line combinatorics

LcEVA

PcEVA

:= { {1, 2},

:= {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}

{3, 4}, {5, 6}, {1, 3, 5}, {1, 4, 6}, {2, 3, 6}, {2, 4, 5} }.
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For example, the following is a 3-admissible set of vectors for
Ceva:
{vi

=V2

= (1,0),v3

=V4

= (0,1),v5

=VB=

(-1,-1)}
Q.E.D.

(5)

MacLane's line combinatorics

'ifML

is not 3-admissible.

Proof
We will use the combinatorics given in Figure 1.
Let us assume that MacLane is 3-admissible, then one has a
list of non-zero vectors vo, VI, ... , V7 associated with each line.
We will first see that vo and VI cannot be proportional. If they
were (vollvi), using {0, 1,2}, {1,6} and {2,3} one would have
that vo llv2llvBIIv3 and finally, using {3, 6, 7}, one obtains vollv7,
and hence, by { 1, 4, 7} and {4, 5}, all vectors are proportional,
which contradicts condition (1) of Definition 4.7.
Therefore, vo and VI are linearly independent. After a
change of basis, one can assume that vo = (a,O), VI= (0,,8),
a, ,8 E Z \ {0}, and therefore v2 = (-a, -,8). We will briefly
describe the conditions and how they affect the vectors until a
contradiction is reached:
{0,7} {

{~}

V7 =
VB=

('y, 0)
(0, 8)

{3,6,7} {

{O~B}

V3

= ( -')', -8)

V5

=(-a, -8)

{I~5}

{a

= -')'

,8 = 28.

Hence V3 does not satisfy the condition (2) of Definition 4.7
with v2 = ('y, -28) on the double point {2, 3}.
Q.E.D.
Definition 4.10. A combinatorics 'if with only double and triple
points is pointwise 3-admissible if the only 3-admissible subcombinatorics of 'if are isomorphic to M3.

Remark 4.11. In fact, it can be proved that a combinatorics 'if is
pointwise 3-admissible if and only if its first resonance variety does not
contain non-local components ([18]).
Proposition 4.12. If 'if is a pointwise 3-admissible combinatorics
then any '1/J E Auti(H~) induces a permutation 'ljJ3 ojP3.

Proof Let .C := {fo, ... , lr} denote the set of lines of 'if and let
P3 c P denote the set of triple points of 'if. We will first prove that
any isomorphism '1/J E Auti(H~) induces a map 'I/J3: P3--+ P3. Consider
a triple point P := {£i,£j,£k} E P3; then Adm..p(P) is an admissible
subcombinatorics of 'if (Example 4.9(1)) and defines a triple point. The
map 'I/J3 : P3--+ P3 given by 'ljJ3(P) := Adm..p(P) is defined.
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We will next prove that such a map is indeed injective, and hence
a permutation (in order for this to make sense, one has to assume that
#P3 > 1 and hence r ~ 4). Assume 'l/J3 is not injective, and let 'ljJ3(P1) =
'l/J3 ( P2) = Q = {Ru, fv, fw}. One has to consider two different cases
depending on whether or not P 1 and P2 share a line:
(1) If P1. P2 do not share a line, i.e, P1 := { £iu Rju £k 1 } and
P2 := {£i2,£h,£k2}, where all the subscripts are pairwise different. By reordering the columns, let us write Q = { £o, £1, £2}.
Let At1 ,p2 be the submatrix of A.P corresponding to the rows
{i1,j1, k1,i2,]2, k2}. Using (18):
ai1

(19)

A,p
·P1.P2 .-

0
ail
0
ak1
0
ai2
0
ah
0
ak2
0

ai1

1
ail
1
ak1
1
ai2
1
ah
1
ak2
1

ai1

2
ai1
2
ak1
2
ai2
2
ah
2

a~2

ai1

3
3
ai1
3
ai2
3
ai2
3
ai2
3
ai1

ai1
r
ai1
r
ai1
r

ai2
r
ai2
r
ai2
r

where ai•
- ai•
- ak•
0 + ai•
1 + ai•
20 + ai•
1 + ai•
20 + ak•
1 + ak•
2>
• = 1, 2. The sublattice K of ~ 5 generated by the columns
(mod n.6) should have maximal rank equal to 5. Note that
rank (K) equals the rank of the matrix ~1 ,p2 obtained by
subtracting the last row from the first ones, forgetting the last
row and replacing the first column by the sum of the first three:

(20)

--..P

-

Ap1,P2-

0
lif,l
0
kl

bil
1
ll{l
1
bkl
1
bi2
1
ll{2
1

c
bq

bt2
0
lif,2
0

b2

b3
b3
b3

0
0

0
0

b2
b2

br

b"J

b~ '

which does not have rank 5.
(2) If P1, P2 share a line, say P1 := {i,j1, kt} and P1 := {i,j2, k2}.
Then, analogously to the previous case, one obtains a similar
matrix to (19) but where the rows i 1 and i2 are identified, and
we proceed in a similar way.

Q.E.D.
Definition 4.13. Three triple points P, Q, REP of a line combinatorics (£, P) are said to be in a triangle if PnQ = {£1}, PnR = {£2}
and Q n R = {£3} are pairwise different.
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Proposition 4.14. For any'¢ E Aut 1 (H'i!' ), ~pointwise 3-admissible,
'¢3 satisfies the following Triangle Property: '¢3 : P3 ---+ P3 preserves triangles, that is, if P1. P2, P3 E 'P3 are in a triangle, then '¢3(P1), '¢3(P2),
'¢3(P3) are also in a triangle.

Proof. Let P1. P 2, P3 E P 3 be three triple points in a triangle, P1 :=
{£i,£j,£k}, P2 := {£k,£!,£m}, P3 := {fm,l!n,fi}· Let us assume that
'¢3(P1), '¢3(P2), '¢3 (P3 ) are not in a triangle. One has two possibilities,
either two of them do not share a line or three of them share a line.
(I) Two of them, say '¢ 3 (PI), '¢3 (P2 ) do not share a line. After reordering, we can suppose that '¢3(P1) = {fo,£1.£2} and
'¢3(P2) = {£g, £4, fs}. For '¢3(P3) there are several possibilities
but we may assume '¢3(P3) C {£o,£3,£6,£7,£s}. Consider the
submatrix A.Pp1' P2, P3 of A.P given by the rows of P1. P2, P3. Applying (18) successively to the rows defined by P1. P2, P3 one
has:
(21)
a& ai a~ a3 a4 as a6 a7 as ag
aj aj aj a3 a4 as a6 a1 as ag
0
1 2
a1
a2 a3 a4 as a6 a1 as ag
ao
A.pP1,P2,P3 ·.ao a1 a2 a~ a~ a~ a6 a1 as ag
ao a1 a2 a'f a4 as a6 a7 as ag
a() a1 a2 a3 a4 as ag an·
7 a~ ag

ab + a1 + a2 =a~+ a{+ a~ = ao + a1 + a2(::::} ab = ao),
a3 + a4 +as= a~+ a~+ a;= a'f + a4 +as(:::} a'f

= a3)

and

ao + a3 + a6 + a1 + as = a~ + a~ + a~ + a~ + a~.
As in the proof of Proposition 4.12 we need rank

At

(At1 ,p2,pg} =

5, where
matrix obtained from At1, p2, p3 by
1 ' p 2 ' p3 is the
.
subtracting the last row from the first ones and forgetting the
last row. We obtain:
(22)

.A.PPr,P2,P3 ·.-

(bo~
bo
bo
bo

0

b{
0
0
0

0
bj
2
0
0
0

b3
b3
b3
bl3
b3

0
0
0
bl4
0

0
0
0
b~
0

b6 b7
b6 . b7
b6 b7
b6 b7
b6 b7

bs
bs
bs
bs
bs

0
0
0
0
0

~l
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which cannot have rank 5.
(2) If 'l/J3(Pl), 'ljJ3(P2) and 'ljJ3(P3) have a common line, say £0, we
follow the same strategy and obtain the desired result.
Q.E.D.
Our main goal is to check if 'ljJ3 is induced by an element of Aut('i&').
The next example shows that we need enough triangles.
Example 4.15. Note that Proposition 4.12 does not automatically ensure that in general an automorphism of the combinatorics is
produced. For instance, consider the combinatorics 'i&' given by the
lines {0, 1, ... , 6}, and the following triple points {0, 1, 2}, {2, 3, 4}, and
{ 4, 5, 6} (the remaining intersections are double points). It is easy to see
that such a combinatorics is pointwise 3-admissible. Let 'ljJ: H~ ~ H~
be given by the following matrix:

A"':=

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
-1
-1
-1
-1

satisfying the admissibility relations. This induces the following maps:

p3
{0,1,2}
{2,3,4}
{4,5,6}

"'3

~

f----+
f----+
f----+

p3
{0,1,2}
{4,5,6}
{2,3,4}

gr 1 M~

/\2'1j;

xo,l
X2,3
X4,5

f----+

~

f----+
f----+

gr 1 M~

xo,1
X4,5
X2,3,

where gr 1 M~ ~ (xo,l)Z EB (x2,3)Z EB (x4,s)Z.
However, the given permutation is not induced by an automorphism
of the combinatorics, because the point {2, 3, 4} (which is the only one
that shares a line with the other two) is not fixed.
We want to apply the previous results to 'i&'Rvs· First we will check
that 'i&'Rvs is pointwise 3-admissible.
Lemma 4.16. An admissible subcombinatorics of'i&'Rvs cannot have
lines in both R 1 := {3, 4, 5, 6, 7} and R 2 := {8, 9, 10, 11, 12}.
Proof.

Any subcombinatorics of 'i&'Rvs having lines in both R1 and
Q.E.D.

R 2 verifies the conditions of Example 4.9(3).

Lemma 4.17. 'i&'ML is pointwise 3-admissible.
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Proof. It is not difficult to prove that any combinatorics (with only
double and triple points) of less than 6 lines (other than M 3 ) is not 3admissible. In Example 4.9(5) it is shown for the whole combinatorics of
eight lines. Let us check the remaining cases, that is, six and seven lines.
Note that, up to a combinatorics automorphism, there is a unique way
to remove one line. There are, however, two possible ways to remove
two lines, depending on whether they intersect or not at a triple point.
Therefore we only have to check the following cases:
(1) For 7 lines
{0, 1,2,3,4,5,6}:
{3,6}

I

---t V3 V6

{1,6},{2,3}
---t

I I

I

I

{1,4}
{4,5}
V3 V1 V2 ---t V3 V4 ---t V3 V5.

(2) For 6 lines, removing two lines intersecting at a triple point
II {2,3},{3,6},{4,5}
I I I
{0 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6} .· {3,5}
---t V5 V3
---t
V5 V2 V6 V4.
(3) For 6 lines, removing two lines intersecting at a double point
I II {3,7},{4,5}
I II
{0 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 7} .· {2,3},{2,4}
---t
V2 V3 V4
---t
V2 V5 V7.

Q.E.D.
Proposition 4.18. 't?Rvs is pointwise 3-admissible.

Proof.

An immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.16 and 4.17.

Q.E.D.
Remarks 4.19. In order to prove that for any 1/J E Aut 1 (Hcc8 y 8 ) , 1j;3
comes from an element of Aut('t?Rvs) we need to know more combinatorial properties of 'i&"Rvs and 'i&"ML.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The triple point {0, 1, 2} E P 3 in 't?Rvs is the only one that
belongs to 36 triangles.
Any triple point P E P3 in 'i&"Rvs except for {3, 6, 7} and {8, 11,
12} satisfies that {0, 1, 2} and P are in a triangle.
Any two triple points in 't?ML sharing a line belong to a triangle.
For any three triple points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 in 't?ML, there exists another triple point Q such that Q, Pi, P1 belong to a triangle
(i,j E {1,2,3}).

Proposition 4.20. Let 1/J E Aue('i&"Rvs)·
(1)
(2)
(3)

1/J3({0,1,2}) = {0,1,2}
1j;3 either preserves (resp. exchanges) the triple points of R 1 and
R2 in 'i&"Rvs inducing an automorphism
The action of 1j;3 on R1 and R 2 comes from an automorphism
(resp. isomorphism) of their combinatorics.
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Proof. Part (1) is true by Propositions 4.12-4.14 and Remark 4.19(1).
By Remark 4.19(2), the points {3, 6, 7} and {8, 11, 12} are either preserved or exchanged. In order to prove (2) and (3), we may suppose
that 'ljJ3( {3, 6, 7}) = {3, 6, 7}. Recall that the subcombinatorics defined
by Ro U R1 is isomorphic to 'ifML. Since triangles are preserved by 'l/J3
(Proposition 4.14), according to Remark 4.19(3) the images of any two
triple points in Ro U R 1 sharing a line also share a line. This implies,
using Remark 4.19(4) again, that the image of any three triple points
on Ro U R1 sharing a line are also three points sharing a line. Since
any line in R1 or R2 has at least three triple points, we conclude (2)
and (3).
.
Q.E.D.
Proposition 4.21. Let '1/J E Aut 1 (HccRY.); then 'ljJ3 : P3 ____. P3 is
induced by an automorphism of'i&"Rvs·

We will use Proposition 4.20 repeatedly. We can compose
'ljJ3 preserve the triple
points in Ri. Recall that 'l/J3Inaun; comes from an automorphism 'Pi
of 'ifML which respects {0, 1, 2}. Composing again with an element of
Aut('ifRvs) we may suppose that 'Pl is the identity on {0, 1, 2}. It is
enough to prove that it is also the case for 'P2. If it is not the case,
we may assume (by conjugation with an element of Aut('ifRvs)) that
cp 2 (0) = 1. There are two possibilities to be checked, depending on
whether 9 and 10 are fixed or permuted. In both cases, the triple points
{0, 1, 2}, {3, 6, 7} and {8, 11, 12} are fixed. Using the arguments in the
proofs of Propositions 4.12 and 4.14, one can obtain the induced matrices
A'l/1 with all the admissibility relations, which, modulo ll13 do not have
a maximal rank in either case.
Q.E.D.
Proof.

'1/J with an element of Aut('ifRvs) in order to have

Proposition 4.22. 'ifRvs is homologically rigid.
Proof. Let '1/J E Aut 1(HccRv•); by Propositions 4.21 and 4.14, 'l/J3
comes from an automorphism of the combinatorics. Composing with
the inverse of such an automorphism, we may suppose that 'l/J3 = 1p3 •
It is hence enough to prove that any isomorphism '1/J E Aut 1(HccRvs)
that induces the identity on 'l/J3 is just ±1y~ . From the definition of
Adm'I/J(P), P E P 3 , we deduce the following. Let us fix the lh-column;
all the entries in this column corresponding to P E P3 such that j ¢. P
are equal. We deduce from this that we can choose A'l/1 such that all
the elements outside the diagonal are constant in their column. Adding
multiples of n13 , we obtain that A'l/1 can be chosen to be diagonal. We
also know that for each P E P3, the diagonal terms corresponding to P
are equal and since any two elements can be joined by a chain of triple
ll>RYB
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points, we deduce that all the diagonal terms are equal. Since 1/J is an
automorphism, they are equal to ±1 and then 1/J = ±lH<cRYB .
Q.E.D.
Therefore we can prove the main result.
Theorem 4.23. The fundamental groups of the two complex realizations of Rybnikov's combinatorics are not isomorphic.
Proof. Let G+ and G_ be the fundamental groups of Rw,w and
Rw,w respectively. Any isomorphism '¢ : G+ ---+ G_ will produce an
automorphism 1/J : H't!Rvs = G+fG'+. ---+ G_jG'_ = H't!Rv•' that is, we

can consider 1/J E Aut 1 ('i&'Rvs)- By Theorem 4.22, 1/J induces an automorphism of 'i&'Rvs. Since the identifications H 'flRvs = G ± / G±_ are made up to
the action of Aut('i&'Rvs), we may assume that 1/J induces ±lH<cRvs. Moreover, eventually exchanging Rw,w (resp. Rw,w) for Rw,w (resp. Rw,w), see
Example 1.10 by means of the automorphism given by complex conjugation, we may assume that 1/J = lH<cRvs (Proposition 4.22). Therefore'¢
is a homologically trivial isomorphism between G + and G _, something
which is ruled out by Theorem 3.8.
Q.E.D.
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